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Abstract— Neural prosthetic systems have been designed to
estimate continuous reach trajectories as well as discrete reach
targets. In the latter case, reach targets are typically decoded
from neural activity during an instructed delay period, before
the reach begins. We have recently characterized the decoding
speed and accuracy achievable by such a system. The results
were obtained using canonical target layouts, independent of
the tuning properties of the neurons available. Here we seek to
increase decode accuracy by judiciously selecting the locations
of the reach targets based on the characteristics of the neural
population at hand. We present an optimal target placement
algorithm that approximately maximizes decode accuracy with
respect to target locations. Using maximum likelihood decoding,
the optimal target placement algorithm yielded up to 11 and
12% improvement for two and sixteen targets, respectively.
For four and eight targets, gains were more modest (5 and
3%, respectively) as the target layouts found by the algorithm
closely resembled the canonical layouts. Thus, the algorithm can
serve not only to find target layouts that outperform canonical
layouts, but it can also confirm or help select among multiple
canonical layouts. These results indicate that the optimal target
placement algorithm is a valuable tool for designing highperformance prosthetic systems.
Index Terms— Brain-machine interface, neural coding and
decoding, motor control, pre-motor cortex, Kullback-Leibler
divergence.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most current neural prostheses decode neural activity
into continuous commands, which guide either a smoothly
moving on-screen cursor or robotic arm to choose a visual
reach target of interest. When the target represents a discrete action, such as selecting a key on a keyboard, the
prosthesis is serving as a communication prosthesis. Some
communication prostheses estimate just the intended target,
which has certain advantages previously discussed [1], [2];
here it was shown that intended reach targets can be reliably
decoded from the motor plan. In the experimental paradigm,
a subject is trained to make center-out, delayed reaches to one
of a discrete number of visual targets presented on a frontoparallel screen (Fig. 1). Using neural activity recorded from
dorsal pre-motor (PMd) cortex before the onset of movement,
during the instructed delay period, maximum likelihood
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Fig. 1. Sixteen target paradigm. Red squares show placement of targets
in canonical ring topology, evenly spaced around two rings of eight targets
each. Dotted line indicates the workspace bound.

(ML) decoding algorithms can choose the intended reach
target with high speed and accuracy [1].
There is a great deal of interest in improving the decode
performance of these systems. Here we address the problem of target placement. Since a communication prosthesis
consists of a keyboard or some other user interface, the key
or target layout can be physically configured as the system
designer sees fit. Conventional communication prostheses
place a number of targets (typically two to sixteen) evenly
spaced around one or two rings, the radius of which is
determined by the subject’s reach extent (Fig. 1). This canonical target layout, known as the ring topology, reflects the
observation that neural activity is more strongly modulated
by reach direction than reach extent [3], [4]. However, if we
understand the tuning properties of the particular neurons
from which we are recording, we can exploit this prior
knowledge to place targets in a configuration that will yield
lower decode error. Thus, our goal here is to increase decode
accuracy by placing targets optimally; to our knowledge, this
problem has not yet been investigated. In this study, we use
an approach based on Kullback-Leibler divergence to provide
a constellation of optimal target placements. We describe the
basic approach and then compare the decode performance of
the optimal constellation with canonical ring topologies.
II. S PIKE C OUNT M ODEL AND D ECODING
We define a constellation of targets χ as a collection of
M targets placed at positions xm ∈ 2 for m ∈ {1, . . ., M }
(e.g. M =16 in Fig. 1). To model spike counts during the
instructed delay period, we begin with a basic cosine tuning
model [5]. Since firing rate must be non-negative, we use
an exponential link function, which gives the per neural unit
firing rate model
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T

fk (xm ) = eck xm +dk

(1)

where fk (xm ) is the firing rate for unit k ∈ {1, . . ., K}
during a fixed time window of duration Δ. Under this model,
ck ∈ 2 and dk ∈  over all K neural units specify the
neural population completely. We call C ∈ 2×K the matrix
with columns ck and d ∈ K×1 the vector of elements
dk . Our observed output is then a conditionally independent
Poisson realization of these firing rates, which we write
yk | xm ∼ Poisson(fk (xm )Δ) ∀ k = 1. . . K

(2)

where yk is the kth element of y ∈ K×1 , a vector of nonnegative integer spike counts.
According to this generative model, on a given trial, the
presented target xm∗ is chosen by the experimenter, where
m∗ ∈ {1, . . ., M }. The observed spike counts y are then
conditionally distributed according to (2), where m = m∗ .
From y, we decode the presented target using maximum
likelihood
m
 =

argmax p(xm | y)

(3)

m

p(y | xm )p(xm )
p(y)
m
argmax p(y | xm )

=

argmax

=

expression, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence has been used
as a close proxy to pairwise error probability [7], [9], [10].
We motivate this relationship by returning to the two-target
case of the ML decode rule (5) and rewriting it as

p(y|xm )
≥ 1,
xm if p(y|x
m )
(8)
xm
b =
xm otherwise.
Assuming a trial is generated under xm , we want to maximize this likelihood ratio over all possible instances of
y. Doing so will provide the maximum distinguishability
between the distributions and will miminize the chance that
the likelihood ratio will be less than 1 (an error). We can
equivalently maximize the logarithm of this likelihood ratio,
and, taking the expectation, we have the KL divergence
KL(xm  xm ) = Ey|xm log

KL(xm  xm ) =

K 

fk (xm )
Δ
fk (xm ) − fk (xm ) + fk (xm )log
.
fk (xm )

(5)

m

Perror =

M


P ({xm
b = xm } | {xm∗ = xm }) .

Note that this form is independent of the form of (1),
allowing OTP to easily generalize for other, more complex
firing rate models. In summary, we have the relationship
argmax KL(xm  xm ) ≈
xm ,xm


argmin P {xm
b = xm } | {xm∗ = xm } .

(6)

xm ,xm

A. General Problem
To optimize with respect to decode accuracy, we seek
the constellation χ that minimizes the overall probability
of decode error (6). The general problem, well known in
communications literature (see e.g., [6]), is currently considered intractable. As a result, it is common to instead
minimize the worst pairwise error probability [7]. Thus, with
the Poisson noise in our problem (see (2)), we choose to
solve the minimax problem




P {xm
χotp = argmin max
b = xm } | {xm∗ = xm }
m =m
χ
(7)
over all trials. In other words, find the optimal target placement (OTP) constellation χotp that minimizes the worst
pairwise decode error between any two targets.
B. Pairwise Error Using Kullback-Leibler Divergence
For Poisson distributions, there is no closed-form expression for the probability of error between two parameterized
distributions [8]. This problem arises when trying to calculate
the probability of error between two distributions parameterized by different target locations xm . In lieu of a closed-form

(10)

k=1

m=1
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(9)

where the expectation is taken with respect to y | xm .
Under the Poisson output distribution we assume in (2), KL
divergence can be calculated exactly:

(4)

where m
 is the index of the estimated reach target xm
b.
(4) is obtained using Bayes’ rule; (5) is a result of all
reach directions being equally likely, and p(y) not being
dependent on xm . If the modelling assumptions are satisfied,
this decode rule will minimize the total error probability

p(y | xm )
p(y | xm )

(11)

Finding (xm , xm ) that maximizes the KL divergence from
xm to xm is roughly equivalent to finding that which
minimizes the probability of decoding xm when xm was
presented. For symmetric noise distributions, this relationship
holds with equality [7]. For asymmetric distributions, such as
the Poisson distribution used here, our simulations show that
the relationship between error probability and KL divergence
is nearly monotonic. While the Chernoff bound [11] proves
an upper bound on error probability with respect to KL
divergence in hypothesis testing, the bound has been found
to be loose [9]. Though not a provable bound (upper or
lower) on error probability, KL does provide a close proxy;
supporting arguments in addition to that given above can be
found in [9], [10].
C. Formulating a Sequential Quadratic Program
With this approximation, we can rewrite the minimax
problem in (7) as


(12)
χotp = argmax min  KL(xm  xm )
m=m
χ
An algorithm solving this problem will push the xm as far
apart as possible from each other in terms of KL divergence.
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The limitation of how far a subject’s arm can reach is
captured by a constraint γ on the Euclidean distance of xm
from the center of the workspace screen. We can rewrite this
as a standard optimization problem in the variable χ
2

max t
χ,t
subject to KL(xm  xm ) ≥ t2 ∀ m = m
xm  ≤ γ ∀ m = 1. . . M

(13)

Thus we have formulated the optimal target placement
problem as a constrained (non-convex) optimization problem.
We applied sequential quadratic programming (SQP) [7],
[12] to convert (13) into a series of constrained quadratic programs, each of which locally approximates (13) at the current
estimates of χ and t. SQP does not guarantee convergence
to the global optimum; the local optimum it finds depends
on the choice of seed constellation χ0 . Thus, we solved the
SQP multiple times (eight to thirty-two, depending on the
number of targets in the constellation) starting at randomly
chosen χ0 . The feasible solution corresponding to the largest
objective t2 was designated the optimal constellation χotp .
IV. R ESULTS
We used electrode arrays to record simultaneously from
189 neural units in PMd (experiment H20041119). The data
was recorded on a sixteen target task, where the targets were
oriented in two aligned rings. Spike counts were taken in bins
of Δ=400 ms starting 150 ms after target onset. We fit C, d
from real neural data by maximizing the data likelihood (2)
taken across all 1008 trials. This problem is convex and can
be readily solved using Newton’s Method. The distribution
of the fitted ck is shown in Fig. 2.
For small numbers of targets and neural units, we can
make a reasonable prediction about where the optimal targets
should be placed. In the simplest case, we seek to place
two targets optimally with only one neural unit. Given the
preferred direction of the unit c1 , the targets should be placed
as far apart as possible (on the workspace bound) along the
axis defined by c1 . In this configuration, the presentation of
one target elicits maximal firing, while the other target gives
miminal firing. Indeed, the SQP approach to optimal target
placement yields this result. Extending beyond this trivial
case, the utility of OTP becomes apparent when looking at
larger neural populations and larger numbers of targets.
With a population of neural units that are fairly uniform
in their preferred directions and tuning strength, we imagine
that the placement of four or eight targets will reduce
effectively to a geometric problem, and placing the targets
evenly around a ring will produce a near optimal result.
We will validate this intuition below. When the number of
targets grows larger, intuition breaks down: for example,
with sixteen targets, should they be placed evenly around
the workspace bound? Should they be placed in two rings;
if so, how many targets in each ring? OTP gives answers
to these questions. An example is shown in Fig. 2, where
OTP returns a constellation (blue circles) with eleven targets
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Fig. 2. Sixteen target placement example. Blue circles: OTP solution; red
squares: canonical ring topology. Black lines show ck (preferred direction
and tuning strength; longer indicates sharper directional tuning) for each of
189 neural units. Workspace bound shown as a dotted line (γ=120 mm).

spaced roughly evenly around the workspace bound, and with
five targets placed elsewhere in the workspace.
Having placed targets optimally, we investigated the performance of OTP vs. canonical ring topologies. We randomly
drew a set of K units from the data set discussed in
Section II, and we ran OTP to find the constellation χotp . We
generated spike counts for 1000 trials to each of M targets
according to (2). We then decoded using (5) and computed
error using (6). We also ran 1000 trials for the canonical
ring topology. To get a true average performance for the ring
topology, we rotated the preferred directions during the trials
and averaged the decode performance. Doing so introduces
a rotation invariance to the ring topology, preventing the
ring topology from being punished by a disadvantageous
orientation with respect to a unit’s preferred direction. This
whole procedure was repeated 100 times (10 times for the
sixteen target case, due to computational limitations) at each
choice of K to create an average performance comparison.
These results are shown in Fig. 3 for two, four, eight, and
sixteen targets. In Fig. 3(a), for two targets, OTP provides up
to 11% improvement in decode accuracy (from 72% to 80%
with K=2). As K grows and decode accuracy saturates to the
performance ceiling of 100%, we expect the ring topology
to approach the performance of OTP, and indeed we see this
effect. In both the four and eight target cases, there is less
improvement above the ring topology. This is not surprising:
the OTP layouts closely resemble canonical ring topologies,
so we would not expect a substantial performance difference.
At larger unit counts, we can again see substantial improvements offered by OTP. Fig. 3(d) illustrates the performance of the optimal configuration in the sixteen target
case. We compare OTP to three canonical ring topologies:
sixteen targets evenly spaced around the workspace bound,
two radially aligned rings of eight targets each, and two
radially staggered rings of eight targets each. Most OTP
constellations seen in the sixteen target case (for different
values of K and different sets of units drawn at random)
place five interior targets and eleven on the workspace bound,
as shown in Fig. 2. For fifty units, OTP yields 12% average
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Performance: Optimal target placements vs ring topologies. Blue and red lines show performance (mean ± s.e.m.) under OTP
and a single ring topology, respectively. In (d), green and magenta lines show performance (mean ± s.e.m.) under the aligned and staggered double ring
topologies, respectively (red, green, and magenta curves are highly overlapped). Insets show different ring topologies tested.

improvement over the canonical ring topologies.

decode performance improvements for two and sixteen target
configurations across a wide range of unit counts.

V. D ISCUSSION
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Across the range of unit and target counts tested, OTP
outperforms each canonical ring topology, with performance
gains of up to 12%. The results shown here are subject to
three approximations, which we summarize here: i) in (7),
we solve a minimax problem instead of a total probability
of error problem; ii) we use KL divergence as a proxy for
pairwise error probability in (11); and iii) we optimize a
non-convex problem in (13) via a sequence of local quadratic
approximations. Each of these approximations is necessary to
put the problem in a tractable form and enables us to answer
this previously unanswerable question. Although the impact
of these approximations has yet to be fully characterized,
their use allows us to achieve performance gains (cf. Fig. 3)
that would not otherwise be possible.
While the parameters of the firing rate model (1) were
fit to real neural data, the spike counts used to measure
performance in Fig. 3 were generated from the model in (2).
This step is necessary because we did not have real neural
data from all possible target locations in the two-dimensional
workspace. The performance for real neural data will depend
on i) how well the firing rate model fits the neural data
collected, and ii) how well the model generalizes to other
target locations for which we have no neural data. Future
neurophysiology experiments should assess the appropriateness of the firing rate model used, as well as the performance
of OTP in a real experimental setting.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The performance of neural communication prostheses can
be improved by optimally placing the reach targets. We
showed that we can find this optimal target constellation by
converting what is believed to be an intractable problem into
a tractable form. For four and eight targets, OTP layouts
closely resembled canonical layouts, thus validating the
canonical topology used in [1]. Also, we realized substantial
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